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Supported devices and browsers
Wonder is designed for and best experienced on a desktop or laptop computer.
While not optimized for a mobile device, Wonder can also run a „lite“ version of the software
for those connecting via an ios/android mobile device. Please note, you will be able to enter
the room on your mobile device, speak, and hear and see others; however, your video will not
be enabled.
Wonder does not currently function on tablets. This includes ipads, samsung tablets, and other
similar devices.
Wonder supports all major browsers, except Safari, Internet Explorer, Opera, and older
versions of Edge (versions earlier than 87) - we suggest to use Firefox and Chrome.
How does wonder work?
Wonder is like a physical space, but digital. Every person is represented by a small avatar. By
clicking or dragging your mouse around this digital space you will move around the room.
When your avatar gets close to someone else’s avatar, a video chat will open. More people
nearby? The video chat includes more members.
You can see other people move around the room and when they are talking to each other. You
cannot hear or see their conversation unless you join their group, which we refer to as a
“circle”.
How do I move around the room?
Click anywhere in the room with your mouse and hold the click down. Your first baby steps!
How do I chat to other guests?
Tired of talking to yourself? Move your avatar to a coloured circle and join a conversation!
You can also send -text- messages to communicate with individual guests, your current circle,
or the entire room. Lost for words? Send them an internet old fashioned ‘Sup?’.
How to upload a picture/avatar?
Settings -> Personal Settings -> Change name/picture of your room.
There you will have two options: a) upload avatar b) make a selfie -> click on Update and you
are set!
To keep the platform as authentic and real-time as possible, we recommend taking a live
image through your camera. If you don’t like the picture you took the first time, you can
update it.
If you don’t have a camera connected to your device, there you can upload an avatar/profile
image instead. To make sure it’s not distorted the photo should be square.

How many guests can speak in one conversation group (circle)?
One circle can hold 15 participants. Through our research, 15 members was a fair point
where everyone can be included in the conversation. We will eventually allow for this number
to be changed.
Can I turn off video and audio?
Don’t feel comfortable sharing your pajamas with the world? Turn off your camera by
clicking the camera icon on the center bottom of your screen. By other members, you will be
seen with a black screen with your avatar picture seen.
Got to hide the cat yelling for dinner? Mute yourself with the microphone icon found at the
bottom center of your screen.
How do I know who else is in the room?
You can see all the people in the room via the participant sidebar. You can see their name,
picture, and ice breaker answer. Invite them to a circle or chat directly!
Can I write messages to other guests in the room?
Yes! Wonder has a robust chat system in which you can easily message the entire room,
circle, or private messages by clicking the „chat bubble“.

